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The basis of writing this playbook stemmed from our passion to enable more businesses to 
thrive in the live commerce arena. Ever since e-commerce became a staple to our everyday 
lives, it has helped businesses to open new revenue streams and opportunities. But with the 
rise of live commerce, it brought in new ideas and avenues for business owners and brand 
guardians to propel businesses forward. While so, there are many others who have yet to 
step into this arena. With our latest offering, we know we ought to help those who have 

yet to pivot with as much preparation as they can. This is why the playbook is born. We will 
guide you through the thinking process of building your first ever live commerce or even to 

improve your current ones.

This playbook is written by RTV Malaysia and endorsed by Nuffnang Live Commerce. 
Nuffnang Live Commerce enables live commerce for Malaysian brands with an automated 

dashboard. While RTV Malaysia enhances the quality of live commerce for buyers and brands 
through strategies, high quality video production and management team.

PREFACE
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HOW IT ALL STARTED

The internet 
was opened to 

the public.

Amazon was 
established - one 

of the earliest 
e-commerce 

players.

 Digital communities 
are formed. Social 

commerce started 
gaining momentum.

First live 
commerce 
started in 

China

Live commerce 
starts to gain 

traction worldwide 
and the term 

“entertainmerce” is 
now widely used.

CHAPTER 1.1

1991 1994
early

2000s 2014 now
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CHINA’S INCREDIBLE GROWTH

China was the first country that introduced the 

format of digital live commerce in 2014.

China is observing one of its fastest economic 
growth on digital live commerce compared to other 

countries in the world

In 2019, their live commerce market reached RMB434 
billion (US$ 66 billion).

During 18 June 2020 mid-year promotion alone, 

live commerce brought in about RMB3 billion 
(US$460 million) sales on Taobao. The number of live 

streaming shows have grown 150% too.

During the pandemic, live commerce grew by 
83.95% and 132.55% on employment opportunities 
and hire rates respectively. 

Live Commerce is here to stay.

CHAPTER 1.2

Source: https://advangent.com/index.php/2020/12/21/2020-chinese-live-commerce-market-
analysis-and-development-trends/
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MALAYSIA’S
MARKET SIZE
In Malaysia, e-commerce is still a relatively young industry. 

New channels of conducting e-commerce are always on 

the rise. Live commerce is one of them. As such, data on 

live commerce is scarce. So, let’s look into the growth of 

e-commerce instead.

According to GlobalData’s E-Commerce Analytics, we 

observed an estimated growth on local e-commerce by 

24.7% in 2020 alone.

The market is expected to reach MYR51.6 billion (US$ 
12.6 billion) by 2024 with an increasing at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR of 14.3% between 2020 and 

2024.

Despite the pandemic in 2020, Malaysia’s e-commerce is 

expected to generate 20% of contribution to our digital 

economy in 2020 compared to 19.1% in 2019.

Live commerce is a growing sector too. It is a natural 

next step, parallel to China’s e-commerce evolution.

CHAPTER 1.3

Sources: 
https://www.globaldata.com/covid-19-accelerates-e-commerce-growth-malaysia-says-
globaldata/#:~:text=According%20to%20GlobalData’s%20E%2DCommerce,14.3%25%20between%202020%20and%20
2024.
https://moneycompass.com.my/2020/12/23/mdec-drives-live-streaming-e-commerce-adoption-in-efforts-to-boost-e-
commerce-conversions/
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/06/07/e-commerce-live-streaming-takes-sea-lazada-and-shopee-go-head-
head
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IF NOT NOW
WHEN?
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CHAPTER 2

Digital Live 
Commerce Main 
Playgrounds
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CHAPTER 2.1

In Malaysia, live commerce can happen in two main segments:
(note: not all platforms have live commerce functions built in)

PLATFORMS AVAILABLE

E-COMMERCE SOCIAL MEDIA
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E-COMMERCE SOCIAL MEDIA

Ready-made, gamified reward 
tools to make viewers stay for live 
shows.
Integrated payment gateway

Platforms where you can build a 
strong brand community.
Ability to engage consumers 
meaningfully for branding and 
commerce purposes.
Less clutter on social media.

Most of the viewers tune in only 
to collect coins or other rewards 
for their accounts without real 
interests in the products.
It’s hard to cultivate and build a 
strong community for brands on 
e-commerce sites.

No reward systems for sellers to 
use to entice customers.
Lack of integrated payment 
gateway for audience to buy and 
pay within the app.

CHAPTER 2.2

PROS

CONS

PROS & CONS
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81% of Malaysians are active social media 

users in January 2020.

Facebook is the biggest social media 

platform in Malaysia.

Penetration of Facebook in Malaysia would 

reach 70% to 71% in the coming years.

CHAPTER 2.3

Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/883712/malaysia-social-media-penetration/#:~:-
text=The%20most%20popular%20social%20media,%2C%20Facebook%20Messenger%2C%20
and%20LinkedIn.

PLATFORM WITH THE HIGHEST 
LIVE COMMERCE POTENTIAL
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FLEXIBILITY

INTERACTIVITY

PORTABILITY

CUSTOMISABLE

You own your Facebook 
page. Frequency and style of 
communication are up to you.

With an internet connection, you 
can stream anywhere. You can 
leverage on influencer’s following 
by cross-posting too.

Facebook features provides 
interactivity, but still depends on 
manual ordering process and checkout 
function is not widely available.

Show formats are customisable

Not tied to your main 
communication channel with 
consumers

Cannot directly leverage on 
influencer’s following and reach

Audience & interactivity limited to 
marketplace site & app

Show formats are customisable but 
limited to specific time and show 
slots.

WHY FACEBOOK SUITS YOUR 
LIVE COMMERCE BEST

CHAPTER 2.4



CHAPTER 3

Planning Digital 
Live Commerce
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3 key areas to determine if your business is ready for live commerce:

Now let’s dive deeper into each area...

BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

A simple exercise to evaluate your brand vs your competitors is 
with this simple graph. You could put any determinant for x and 
y. Here are some determinants that you can start with:

Price and Quality

Taste and Health

Reliability and Safety

Effectiveness and Speed

X

X

Y Y

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

WHERE IS YOUR BRAND NOW?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Let’s take a look at this example. 

In this graph, x is price while y is quality of the products. From 
there, you could plot your competitors’ standing vs yours. This 
helps to pick differentiating factors of your brand and products. 

Brand A in this graph is higher priced than the others but they 
could very well focus on how their quality is better than the rest, 
justifying the price. Customers are not contentious of the price 
but of the value that they are getting.

Determining this is important to know how best to start off live 
commerce. This dictates the type of show format, brand/product 
messaging and how to price your items.

Ask yourself a few questions in the next page to determine your 
own brand positioning.

HIGH PRICE

LOW PRICE

LOW
QUALITY

HIGH
QUALITY

A

C

B

your brand?

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

WHERE IS YOUR BRAND NOW?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Let’s do a simple exercise:

Determine your x and y. What are the determinants 
between you and your competitors?

Plot your competitors’ and your brand’s positioning on 
the graph.

Write down what differentiates you from your 
competitors. This is something you can show about in 
your live commerce.  (e.g. my brand is more expensive 
but I...)

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

X

X

Y Y

WHERE IS YOUR BRAND NOW?

WHERE IS YOUR BRAND?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

How do you normally sell your products? If you have 
traditionally sell them in-store, we would need to think 
about how to bring that experience to a live video. 

It is difficult to build new buying habits in the initial 
stages especially in a new platform. Think about it like 
opening a new branch or outlet. But that doesn’t mean 
it’s impossible to change their buying habits at all.

Turn to next page to do some thinking exercise and 
find out your customers’ buying habits.

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

DO YOU KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS’ 
BUYING HABITS?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Who are your customers?

Where do they buy from you?

What level of service they expect from you?

What kind of promotions would entice them?

What are their difficulties if they switch to live

commerce?

What do you think you can do to help them switch to 

live commerce?

Tips to incentivise your customers 

Promotions: Live-only prices or perks like free 
shipping can help create an exclusivity for 
your live commerce sessions and help push 
customers to buy.

Easy Buying Experience. Make the buying 
experience as simple and automated  as possible 
so that they want to come back again.

Customer Service. Good customer service gets 
you loyalty and advocacy. Serve them as best as 
you can.

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

DO YOU KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS’ 
BUYING HABITS?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’ 
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Facebook pages are now the faces of brands in 
the digital space. Having a well-run Facebook 
page is important to give good impressions 
and engage with customers continuously. It 
can also be used as a sales channel through live 
commerce. To determine if your Facebook page 
is well-run, we can look at different metrics* 
and markers that make up the ‘health’ of your 
Facebook page.

The simplest metrics to look at are:
i) No. of Followers
ii) Engagement Rate
iii) Responsiveness

Before jumping into live commerce, let’s determine 
how healthy your Facebook page is based on the 
metrics above. However, if you don’t hit the markers, 
that is okay. These metrics can be built on as you 
conduct live commerce consistently. Check back in 
regularly to see your growth.

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

WHAT IS FACEBOOK PAGE HEALTH? WHAT ARE THE METRICS* AND WHY ARE 
THEY IMPORTANT?

*Metrics are available in your Facebook insights.
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

No. of Followers

The question is how many is enough? Due to Facebook 
limitations, only 1-4% of your followers may see your live 
videos. From here, you can estimate roughly how many 
followers you need to build a good base of viewers for 
your live videos.

What’s Next:
If you do not have enough followers, reach out to new 
people by investing in Facebook ads to gain more 
eyeballs. Make sure your content also resonates with 
the people you want to reach out to.

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

DOES MY PAGE HAVE ENOUGH 
FOLLOWERS?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

What is Engagement?
Facebook categorises engagement as the number of 
times users interacted with a post. This includes reactions, 
comments, shares and clicks. This metric is critical as it can 
indicate if our followers or users in general are interested in 
what a page has to say or sell. Let’s dive a bit deeper.

To gauge the level of interaction between you and your 
followers, we need to know what is your engagement rate. 
Here is a way to calculate your engagement rate:

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

DO MY FOLLOWERS ENGAGE WITH ME?

Post Engagement
Post Reach x 100%

How do you get engagement rate?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Facebook benchmarks  engagement at around 1% 
or less. We have found that there is a correlation 
between engagement rate and orders made during live 
commerce sessions.

The chart beside is a case study of a real live commerce 
project. The project consisted of 6 live sessions on 6 
different Facebook pages but selling the same product. 
As shown, the number of orders is directly affected by 
the engagement rate of the pages. It appears to indicate 
that a page’s engagement rate is important in driving 
purchase during live commerce. Being able to engage 
with your viewers becomes more important during 
live commerce because it helps you connect with and 
convince the viewers better.

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

WHAT’S THE CORRELATION BETWEEN 
ENGAGEMENT RATE AND ORDERS

FB PAGE 1

FB PAGE 2

FB PAGE 3

FB PAGE 4

FB PAGE 5

FB PAGE 6

FB PAGE 7

FACEBOOK 
ORDERS

FACEBOOK 
PAGE’S AVERAGE 

ENGAGEMENT RATE

DO MY FOLLOWERS ENGAGE WITH ME?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

What’s Next:
To increase engagement rate, it comes down to how 
interactive your content is. Use the many tools on 
Facebook i.e. polls, reactions and shares to engage. 
Make sure your content has calls to engagement 
actions i.e. share this post, vote for the best product 
and many more. 

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

DO MY FOLLOWERS ENGAGE WITH ME?

FB PAGE 1

FB PAGE 2

FB PAGE 3

FB PAGE 4

FB PAGE 5

FB PAGE 6

FB PAGE 7

FACEBOOK 
ORDERS

FACEBOOK 
PAGE’S AVERAGE 

ENGAGEMENT RATE
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Responsiveness 

Your responsiveness directly affects customer service. If 
your responsiveness is below 90%, this may mean you 
are not ready to handle live commerce traffic. It is best 
to check this before you embark on your live commerce 
journey.

What’s Next:
You can appoint or pull resource to manage your 
Facebook page’s queries to decrease response time. 
You can set guidelines in addressing queries so that 
any new hires can jump in and take over. 

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1

HOW RESPONSIVE AM I?
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BRAND
POSITIONING

CUSTOMERS’
BUYING HABITS

FACEBOOK PAGE
HEALTH

Now put yourself into your customers’ shoes and answer the following questions:

From a content standpoint, how likely am I to engage with the posts that I’ve put out?

If I saw the brand’s post, will I follow the page? Why?

Do I have available resources to respond to Facebook queries? What else can I do?

Why should I trust this Facebook page?

ARE YOU READY?
CHAPTER 3.1
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LIVE COMMERCE CHECKLIST
CHAPTER 3.2

After checking the 3 areas, if you’re ready for live commerce, here’s the checklist for you!

SELLING STRATEGIES

PRODUCTION SET UP

ORDERS AND SALES

SOCIAL SELLER/
HOST

FULFILMENT

SETTING UP
FACEBOOK

CUSTOMER SERVICE
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LIVE COMMERCE CHECKLIST
CHAPTER 3.2

SELLING STRATEGIES

Recommended: 45-60 mins

The duration of your live commerce 
should be between 45-60 mins for the 

most optimised live video results.  

Longer durations tend to experience 
more viewers dropping off from the 

live itself so you will lack the necessary 
numbers to trickle down to conversions.

DURATION

Recommended: 5-15% lower than your 
usual and exclusive to the live only.

Promotions needs to be lower than 
usual as it is only available within the 

duration of the live itself. Think of it like 
flash sales. The likelihood of repeat buys 

from the future is enticing after the 
customers’ first purchase from your live 

commerce promotion.

PROMOTION

Recommended: Spend at least ⅓ of 
your session speaking to comments.

Live commerce is a rare opportunity 
for a brand to communicate with 

customers in a high touch manner. 

Make sure comments are addressed as 
much as possible. Engaged customers 

are two times more likely to make a 
purchase.

ENGAGEMENT
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LIVE COMMERCE CHECKLIST
CHAPTER 3.2

Recommended: Plan to use your 45-60 
mins wisely.

Make a rundown that details what 
happens in specific segments. This 

ensures you are aligned and aware on 
what happens next. 

Having a planned show flows into your 
screen. The viewers are able to tell the 

difference between a well-planned 
show and one that is not.

SHOW SET UP

Recommended: Start small

There is just too much to discuss within 
a single column. Our advice is to start 

small and build from there. If you need 
to, use a phone. Otherwise, there are 
many third party FB live broadcast 

providers that can help you.

EQUIPMENT

Recommended: Use a consistent 
figure.

Engage the same person to be the host 
as often as possible. This would help to 
give your live commerce a recognisable 
and familiar face in the long run. With 
this, viewers will have someone that 
they can engage and relate to freely.

SOCIAL SELLER/HOST

PRODUCTION SET UP SOCIAL SELLER/
HOST
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LIVE COMMERCE CHECKLIST
CHAPTER 3.2

Recommended: Make a Clear Social 
Media Plan

Just follow a straightforward format:

What do I post:
i) Pre-live (to let people know I’m having 

a session)
ii) Day of the Live

iii) Post-live (to get people to come 
back)

POSTINGS

Recommended: Invest a small amount 
to get the reach required.

If you’re new, you want to be able to 
get as much traffic as possible. Since 

Facebook limits reach for pages, you’d 
have to spend a little. 

If you have a blue tick, you can consider 
boosting the live video itself.

MEDIA BUYS

Recommended: Set up in advance

If you use a tool like Nuffnang.Live 
you would have to set up in business 
integrations. Do it in advance so that 

you can avoid hiccups. 

Test it often so that you can avoid 
unnecessary stress during the session 

itself.

TECH INTEGRATION

SETTING UP
FACEBOOK
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LIVE COMMERCE CHECKLIST
CHAPTER 3.2

Recommended: Standby enough 
people

While the first few sessions may not 
have a lot of orders, you must anticipate 

that the number of orders will go up. 

If you are not using any tools, you need 
to have people ready to take down the 

orders as they pour in.

TAKING ORDERS

Recommended: Have a trusted 
delivery partner

Fulfilling your customers’ orders in 
a timely manner builds trust and 

reputation. 

DELIVERY

Recommended: 90% and above

As mentioned above, your 
recommended response time should 
be high to build trust. This would also 
mean you need to have a dedicated 
person/team handling queries from 

customers.

RESPONSE TIME

ORDERS AND SALES FULFILMENT CUSTOMER SERVICE
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8 EXTRA TIPS TO LEVEL UP YOUR 
LIVE COMMERCE

CHAPTER 3.3

It is normal that sales 
numbers are low in the first 
few sessions. Keep at it and 
analyse what needs to be 

improved.

IT WILL START 
SMALL

Your social seller is your 
brand’s face. Reward them 
well so that they too can be 

motivated to make more 
sales.

REWARD YOUR 
SOCIAL SELLER

Taking orders, keeping 
track of payments + delivery 

statuses are tedious. Look 
into automation to ease 

burden. 

AUTOMATED 
SYSTEMS

Often, good after sales 
support for customers will 

lead to better customer 
satisfaction and brand 

loyalty.

AFTER SALES 
SUPPORT

To build familiarity and trust, 
you must conduct sessions 
consistently and frequently.

FREQUENCY IS KEY

A minimum of stable 
20mbps download 

and upload speed is 
recommended.

INTERNET 
CONNECTION

A lot of customers are 
e-commerce savvy. They 
expect a certain level of 

efficiency. Make sure stocks 
and logistics are sorted 

before doing live commerce.

STOCKS AND 
LOGISTICS

Get an influencer with high 
engagement with their 

audience. Leverage on their 
star power to bring in new 

customers for you.

ENGAGE AN 
INFLUENCER
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IT CAN BE DAUNTING TO RUN 
YOUR OWN LIVE COMMERCE. 

WE CAN HELP YOU TO 
STREAMLINE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS’ EXPERIENCE.
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CHAPTER 4

Introducing 
Nuffnang Live 
Commerce
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Nuffnang Live is a live video commerce enabler for brands and businesses looking 
to expand their e-commerce businesses. We provide a platform that works hand-
in-hand with businesses of all sizes to sell on Facebook with a better structured 

ecosystem. With us, merchants are freed from manual and error-prone processes 
with our automation while shoppers’ experience feels more rewarding and easy.
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USER EXPERIENCE WITH US
CHAPTER 4

Watch live
Messenger notification 

received to confirm order
Receive order

Purchase code is flashed
Communicate tracking 

number via Messenger

Interact with host
Bring to site to complete 

purchase

Easy commenting to do 

purchase
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WHAT SOLUTIONS DO WE PROVIDE?
CHAPTER 4

Every business has its own unique needs and challenges when it comes to live 
commerce. We provide three very scalable solutions to cater for those needs.

A SaaS platform dashboard for 
Facebook Live that helps merchants 

and businesses to convert comments 
into sales. Integrated to Facebook,  
the aim is to help merchants and 

businesses by automating processes 
and providing necessary tools to scale 

in live selling business.

NUFFNANG LIVE
PRO

Instead of doing everything on your 
own, we do it for you and more! 
Leveraging on our expertise and 
partnerships, we will provide you 
with an end-to-end service from 

influencers, live video production to 
fulfillment. Grow bigger with Nuffnang 

Live VIP.

NUFFNANG LIVE
VIP

Customise your own livestream 
business with our white label and 
propriety development services. 

We understand every business has 
different needs and has its own unique 

requirements. Speak to our sales rep 
for consultation on your tailor made 

livestream enterprise solution. 

NUFFNANG LIVE 
ENTERPRISE
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NUFFNANG LIVE 
PRO

AUTOMATED ORDER 
CAPTURING

PAYMENT GATEWAY

LIVE VIDEO 
PRODUCTION

SALES DASHBOARD

INFLUENCER/
SOCIAL SELLER

DIGITAL MARKETING

FULFILMENT 
SUPPORT

NUFFNANG LIVE 
VIP

NUFFNANG LIVE 
ENTERPRISE

WHAT DO I GET?
CHAPTER 4

Contact our sales 
rep to discuss on a 

custom plan
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LET’S LOOK INTO THE CASE 
STUDIES WE HAVE FOR

NUFFNANG LIVE 
PRO

NUFFNANG LIVE 
VIP

NUFFNANG LIVE 
ENTERPRISE
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CASE STUDY 1: 
TRANSFORMING ENGAGEMENT INTO REVENUE & SALES

CHAPTER 4

Influencer focuses on live videos on stretching exercises for 
body shape maintenance.

April 2021 - Nuffnang Live Commerce pitched the idea of 
turning the high engagement of this influencer’s followers 
into revenue and sales.

May 2021 - Influencer agreed and launched first livestream 
show selling health and supplement products and garnered a 
positive 5-figure GMV sale.

Second live show - Nuffnang Live Commerce’s system 
enabled this influencer to garner a conversion rate of 78.37%  
(successful checkout rate). 

Early June 2021 -  influencer conducted third livestream and 
experienced a 2.1x uplift in sales. 

Mid June 2021 - influencer went live for the fourth time and 
GMV sales soared 524% higher VS. the first live show (one 
month ago).

NUFFNANG LIVE PRO (SAAS) CLIENTNUFFNANG LIVE PRO
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CASE STUDY 2: NIVEA
CHAPTER 4

To educate and bring awareness of the Nivea L630 serum and 
to capitalise on a new conversion channel for their latest star 
products.

Brand
First experience on leveraging on their brand’s Facebook 
channel for live commerce.
Previous e-comm efforts did not yield desired conversion 
results.

Consumers
Lack of awareness towards brand and product’s efficacy/usage.
Higher price point of entry and trial.
Lack of local influencers to tag on and encourage trial.

OBJECTIVE

PROBLEM

NUFFNANG LIVE VIP
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CASE STUDY 2: NIVEA
CHAPTER 4

11 Influencers engaged     Targeting different segments of audience
Influencers that have approx. 150k followers (and above) and have approx. 1-4% of engagement rate on Instagram

24x IG Stories Generated     21x Photo Postings on IG and FB     6x Live Commerce Sessions Across 2 weeks
Crossposted on Nivea and Influencer’s Facebook pages     Automated order capturing via Nuffnang.Live
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CASE STUDY 2: NIVEA
CHAPTER 4

RESULT: NIVEA’S SWEET SPOT STAR HIGHLIGHTS

Combined over 3 million reach across brand and 9 influencer 
platforms
Over 250,000 views live and post live across all Facebook 
pages

APPROX 250,000 VIEWS GENERATED
LIVE STREAM VIEWS

APPROX. 1-5% OF ENGAGEMENT FROM VIEWERS
ENGAGEMENTS

APPROX. 6-8% CONVERSIONS FROM ENGAGERS
CONVERSION

The number of audiences we 
reached out to successfully

The number of audiences who 
engaged in the video streams

The first two tiers 
represent the BRAND 

AWARENESS generated 
for Nivea

The final tier represents 
the CONVERSIONS 
generated for Nivea

source: Marketing Interative

The number of audiences who 
ordered during live session

https://marketingmagazine.com.my/nivea-hits-the-marketing-sweet-spot-with-nuffnang-live-commerce/
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CASE STUDY 3: 
GROWING ESHOPLIVE’S SOCIAL COMMERCE BUSINESS

CHAPTER 4

eShoplive.Asia has a total of over 17 professional hosts, streams 
8-10 live shows per day from 5 Facebook pages to its 164,000 
followers.

eShoplive.Asia experienced a total growth of 4,760% last year, 
growing from RM25k in August 2019 to RM1.19m in December 
2020.

May 2021 - Nuffnang Live Commerce becomes the exclusive 
technology, payment and fulfilment partner to eShoplive.
Asia, enabling them to scale their live commerce operations 
through automation and end-to-end intergration.

“We are delighted to partner with Nuffnang Live Commerce 
and look forward to having their best-in-class eCommerce 
technology support our growth in transactional value.” 
– Jorvy Tan, eShoplive.Asia’s Chief Executive Officer 
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Thank  you! Let’s talk!

https://www.nuffnang.live/

